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e aim of the visit to Saurath was to explore the possibility of automating the
irrigation system available there to prevent misuse of water, losses and further
the possibilty of replicating it across Bihar. is system is based on a borewell
which is run by a diesel engine and provides water during the post monsoon
season for the wheat crop. is report documents the outcome of the fa finding
mission and highlights possible ways forward.

 System Description
e irrigation system in Saurath is based on a borewell which is operated by
diesel due to the lack of elericity when required. It is housed close to the fields
at the southern edge of the village. e pump is an  HP pump, which pulls water
up from a depth of  feet. e reason for the borewell going to this depth is the
hope that it will yield water for a much longer time than usual. e handpumps
in the area normally find water at - feet. ere is an overhead tank which
is filled daily and provides drinking water twice a day, in the mornings and the
evenings for an hour to the local residents free of cost (though it gets used for
other purposes as well!).

e pump is aached to a set of PVC pipes, the last part of which is a flexible
hose, which totally amount to  feet of pipe. In case the field to be irrigated is
beyond this, the farmer himself gets additional pipes to append to this one and
this extends the range of the pumpset to nearly - feet. e farmers are
charged Rs.  per hour of irrigation, which Mr. Dilip (the local person in charge
of the irrigation facility and the BPO) tells me is not enough to cover operator
costs. is tariff has increased from Rs.  two years ago.





Figure : Pump house

ose farmers registered with Dhristee meet Mr. Dilip, pay in advance for the
requisite hours of irrigation, and are given water.

 Economics of Farming in Saurath
e majority of farmers in Saurath are sharecroppers who farm lands of some-
times absentee landlords almost purely for subsistence. Most poor families have
most able-bodied personsworking outside and sendingmoney home,which helps
pay back debts incurred during farming. Alternate occupations are almost nil,
which leaves the people mostly without much to do in times other than sowing
and harvest.

Located in the Gangetic Plains, the alluvial soils are very fertile and requires
lile inputs in terms of fertilizers. Periodic flooding of a nearby stream (which
eventually joins the Kosi River) replenishes the fertility. Seeds used in North Bi-
har apparently are mainly from previous harvests, though some farmers intro-





Figure : Tap in the background, which provides drinking water

duce some new seeds every few years. Some farmers are able to grow rice with
praically zero fertilizer/pesticide inputs. Most inputs are focused on the wheat
crop which is grown aer the rice season and consist mainly of DAP, Urea and
Zinc.

Due to the fa that anyone who can work is not around, ploughing and
threshing is mechanized even though the land holding sizes are extremely small.
Traors and diesel run threshers are used. e typical land unit used here is
kaha, which is roughly / of an acre. e typical sharecropper will grow rice
on a larger area of around - kahas and amuch smallerwheat crop in around
- kahas. Half of the sharecroppers harvest goes to the landlord during rice,
and so does one-third of the wheat crop if the landlord does not provide money
to buy the required inputs (else it is half again).

Irrigation is done via diesel-run pumps during the rainy season if required,
which draws water from the nearby stream. No irrigation facilities are available
during the wheat season when Dhristee provides water. e fields need to be
irrigated two-three times during the wheat crop, else the harvest is drastically
reduced – A farmer whowas not able to affordmore than one irrigation by Dhris-
tee reported a yield of  kilo/kaha, as opposed to the standard  kilo/kaha.
us, Dhristee’s irrigation system is of vital importance.

A typical breakdown of costs for wheat produion (per kaha, over the sea-
son) is as follows:





Figure : Fields around Saurath

Figure : Wheat ready for reshing





Figure : Wheat reshing underway

Input Cost in Rupees
DAP -
Urea -
Zinc 

Ploughing 
reshing 
Irrigation -

Sharecroppers use cale for ploughing, which reduces costs. e grain is
stored at homes in grain stores of .- quintals each, which is then expeed
to last until the next harvest. Some of the grain might be sold to buy other es-
sentials like healthcare, cooking ingredients or transport, or (as is more common)
members of the family living outside send money home.

 Issues
For this seion, I derive from interviews of  farmers and conversations with the
pump operator and Bipin Behari Jha, also known as ‘Mamaji’.

First, a fewwords about the setup as is presently working.e diesel pumpset
is not self-priming and the operator has to go through a ritual of refilling it, which





Figure : Grain stores, maybe bamboo coated with mud





involves removing the handpump fixed on top, filling it with water and starting
the engine. is has to be done if the pump is idle for more than half and hour or
so.

Since water is being drawn from deep down, most of the pump’s power is
expended in geing water out and as a result, the flow of water is lessened. As is
obvious from the previous table, irrigation is the largest component of the overall
costs of farming, and hence farmers are quite demanding of reasonable perfor-
mance. eir benchmark is the pumpset which draws water from essentially zero
feet (river, ditches) which allows them to irrigate - kahas in an hour, whereas
Dhristee’s pump can only do .- kahas per hour. Since the former charges 
rupees per hour, the perception is that Dhristee is charging too much. Even com-
pensating for exaggeration by the farmers, the price is bound to be higher than
the diesel sets.

Dhristee needs to charge by the hour since diesel is used at a constant rate,
whereas the farmers are interested with the flow or volume of water delivered.
is tension between time vs. volume is causing dissatisfaion among the farm-
ers. e rate of irrigation mentioned above is for fields  feet away from the
pumphouse. As the distance increases, the flow rate decreases even further, pe-
nalising farmers with distant lands.

Since the area of coverage is large, by the time the operator moves the pipe
from one end to the other, almost a week passes by.is causes stunted growth in
the newly planted seedlings and is also a source of heartburn among the farmers.
Most of the time is spent in moving the pipes from one farm to another and the
canal being built makes it even harder to move it around. If and when the canal
is finished and water starts flowing in it, the advantage of Dhristee’s pump of
providing water when none is available will no longer be there to compensate
for higher delivery costs.

Now, some words about automation. e land that a single farmer grows, as
mentioned is very small, and the area of service, which is around  acres has
 or so people. Also, a single farmer will not have all his land in a single place,
and so even for a single farmer different places will have to be irrigated at a time.
In this situation, the flexible pipe model is the best. Also, laying a network of
pipes to cater to  farmers will neither be economically nor logistically feasible.
us, atleast in a place like Bihar where the land holding paerns will be similar
everywhere, the human component required to move the pipes around seems to
be the appropriate solution as far as I can see.

An option would be to lay a track of pipes along the canal for around  feet
with valves at regular intervals where flexible hoses can be aached. us, mul-





Figure : Canal being construed

tiple flexible pipes can be aached which can be turned on in a serial order with
minimal wastage of time. Also this would help alleviate the problem of having to
irrigate in the order of fields as opposed to order of necessity.

Steps need to be taken to ensure beer flow rate of water, which can be done
by using a shallower bore. ere are a lot of tanks in the area which perform the
task of ground water recharge, and if necessary, ground water recharge can be
done at the pumphouse itself, though issues of the periodic flooding must be kept
in mind while designing such a rainwater harvesting struure. is will improve
competitiveness.

A flowmeter can be installed near themouth of the pumpset tomeasurewater
usage and as a check for auditing purposes. Checking the diesel usage itself can
also serve this purpose.

In summary, the twin issues of extremely large number of farmers and frag-
mented land holdings make it extremely hard to bring in automated systems,
which work well only when the scale of operation is an order or two of magni-
tude larger. Solutions appropriate to this area will involve the human element
to increase flexibility and alternate forms of irrigation such as sprinklers or drip
irrigation are also unlikely to work due to the same issues of scale. So, unless the
issue of scale is addressed (which is hard due to the fa that most farmers don’t
own land themselves), any automated system will necessarily be complex and
expensive as far as I can see.





Figure : One of the many tanks (pokhras) in the area




